Yale Printing and Publishing High Volume Printing

Summary
Yale has a high volume printing and publishing facility, which should be used for very large print jobs or those requiring special binding, design or handling.

Features
- High Volume Printing
- Laminating and other post printing treatments
- Poster and other large size printing

Who can use it?
Any member of the SOM community can use the service.

How much does it cost?
Each print job is pricing separately and can be charged to faculty or staff departments using an appropriate and valid Chart of Accounts (COA) string.

How do I get it?
Go directly to their website at Yale Print and Publishing Service.

Related Policy and Procedures
- All users of Yale University computing and networking facilities are expected to read and abide by the Information Technology Appropriate Use Policy. For additional information, please familiarize yourself with the Policies and Procedures related to HIPAA Security.

Related Knowledge Articles